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number will be provided after the shipment.Pages Number: 309 Publisher: Electronic Industry Pub.
Date :2011-9-1. Architectural steel construction in accordance with national model vocational
schools project-based teaching reform spirit. combined with the author Zhang Guangjun years of
teaching experience in vocational education and business positions in the preparation of the actual
technology needs. The book is divided into five modules. 16 learning modules. including basic
knowledge of construction steel. construction steel construction details. design. construction steel
structure manufacture. installation and construction of steel buildings and steel building
construction safety and so on. This book is the actual carrier of the project. focusing on industry
vocational skills training. work and study with distinct characteristics. Building Steel Construction
content easy to understand. easy to teaching. vocational college building for the specialty materials.
also available as application-oriented. adult education. self-examination. TV universities. vocational
schools. training materials and engineering and technical personnel self-reference tool. Contents:
Learning Unit 1 Overview of teaching navigation task of building steel structure steel structure to
understand the characteristics of 1.1 and 1.2 apply understanding of the task type and composition
of the steel structure...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is wonderful. I actually have go through and i am sure that i am going to going to study once more once more down the road. I am easily
could get a enjoyment of studying a written book.
-- Moz elle Ha lvor son-- Moz elle Ha lvor son

This ebook may be worth getting. I actually have read through and i am sure that i am going to likely to read through again once more down the road.
You will not sense monotony at whenever you want of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for relating to should you check with me).
-- Mr . Golden Fla tley-- Mr . Golden Fla tley
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